BBT 10 - Core Skills Final Assessment / 31pts
Answer the following questions and hand in to your teacher for assessment.
Question 1: Label the following as appropriate uses of technology and inappropriate uses.
(3pts)
A) Johnny tweets “I’m at my uncle’s funeral right now! Best seats in the house!”
B) Sally uses her cell phone to call 911 when she pulls up beside an injured cyclist.
C) Jill texts her friend from a movie theatre seat saying “This movie is so boring!”
Question 2: Explain what is meant by “sedentary lifestyle” and give one example on how we
can use digital devices more responsibly to avoid this type of lifestyle. (2pts)

Question 3: What does ICT stand for? (1pt)
Question 4 : List and label TWO positive aspects of the PAYPAL service for buyers and TWO
positive aspects of the PAYPAL service for sellers. (4pts)

Question 5: Can students and teachers use copyright protected works to create new works?
Explain why or why not. (2pts)

Question 6: List the 9 aspects of Digital Citizenship that you are now familiar with here: (9pts)
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Question 7: Why would someone use the Blind Carbon Copy (BCC) feature in an email?
(2pts)
Question 8: What goes in a SUBJECT line of an email and why should you always use it? (1pt)

Question 9: What do you believe based on research is ONE responsibility that all humans who
access digital technology have and WHY? (2pts)

Question 10: In section 6.2 of the New Brunswick Department of Education’s Acceptable
Computer Use Policy what are THREE things you shouldn’t do as a user that would end up
violating this policy? (3pts)

Question 11: Which of the following is/are a poor password(s) to use for important accounts?
(2pts)
A) Tr33KlimbR$1978
B) puppy3
C) 12345abcde
D) Tr33Hou$3$wing!

